A method for describing the quantum kink states in the semi-classical limit of several (1+1)-dimensional field theoretical models is developed. We use the generalized zeta function regularization method to compute the one-loop quantum correction to the masses of the kink in the sine-Gordon and cubic sinh-Gordon models and another two P(φ) 2 systems with polynomial self-interactions.
Introduction
BPS states arising both in extended supersymmetric gauge theories [1] and string/M theory [2] play a crucial rôle in the understanding of the dualities between the different regimes of the system. In this framework, domain walls appear as extended states in N = 1 SUSY gluodynamics and the Wess-Zumino model [3] . This circumstance prompted the question of whether or not these topological defects saturate the quantum Bogomolny bound. A return to the study of quantum corrections to the masses of (1+1)-dimensional solitons has thus been unavoidable. These subtle matters were first addressed in the classical papers of Dashen, Hasslacher and Neveu, [4] , for the purely bosonic λ[φ] 4 2 and sine-Gordon theories, and then in Reference [5] for the super-symmetric extension of these theories. Analysis of the ultraviolet cut-off regularization procedure in the presence of a background is the main concern in the papers of Reference [6] : the authors carefully distinguish between using a cut-off either in the energy or in the number of modes. The second method leads to the same result as in the computation performed by DHN for bosonic fluctuations. Another point of view is taken in Reference [7] , where SUSY boundary conditions related more to infrared behaviour, are carefully chosen. On this basis, and by using higher-derivative ultraviolet regularization (SUSY preserving), the authors demonstrated an anomaly in the central charge that compensates for the extra (quantum) contribution to the classical mass.
In this paper we shall confine ourselves to purely bosonic theories and leave the treatment of fermionic fluctuations for future research. We address the quantization of non-linear waves relying on the generalized zeta function regularization method to control the infinite quantities arising in the quantum theory. This procedure has been used previously in computing Casimir energies and the quantum corrections to kink masses, see [10] . We shall develop this topic, however, in a completely general way, also offering a comparison with other approaches. As well as obtaining exact results, we also shall explain how asymptotic methods lead to a very good approximation of the right answer. We believe that the novel application of the asymptotic method should be very useful in the cubic sinh-Gordon model as well as in multi-component scalar field theory, where the traditional approach is limited by the lack of detailed knowledge of the spectrum of the second-order fluctuation operator ( see [11] , [12] for extensive work on multi-component kinks and their stability ) .
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section §.2 the general semi-classical picture of quantum solitons, the zeta function regularization procedure, the zero-point energy and mass renormalization prescriptions, and the asymptotic method are described. In Section §.3, we apply the method to the "loop" kinks of the sine-Gordon , λ(φ) 4 2 , and cubic sinh-Gordon models. In the first two paradigmatic cases, it is possible to obtain an exact result, which allows comparison with other methods. Approximate computations by means of the asymptotic expansion of the heat function are also offered to test the goodness of our procedure against the well known exact answers. Section §.4 is devoted to the analysis of the "link" kink arising in the λ(φ) 6 2 model. Finally, Section §.5 offers an outlook on further applications of our approach.
Semi-classical picture of quantum soliton states
We shall consider (1+1)-dimensional scalar field theories whose classical dynamics is governed by the action
We choose the metric tensor in T 2 (R 1,1 ) as g = diag (1, −1) and the Einstein convention will be used throughout the paper.
The classical configuration space C is formed by the static configurations ψ(y), for which the energy functional
is finite: C = {ψ(y) / E(ψ) < +∞}. In the Schrödinger picture, quantum evolution is ruled by the functional differential Schrödinger equation:
The quantum Hamiltonian operator acts on wave functionals Ψ[ψ(y), t] that belong to L 2 (C). We wish to compute the matrix element of the evolution operator in the "field" representation G ψ (f ) (y), ψ (i) (y); T = ψ (f ) (y) e 
for the choice ψ (i) (y, 0) = ψ K (y) , ψ (f ) (y, T ) = ψ K (y)
where ψ K (y) is a kink static solution of the classical field equations. We are, however, only interested in the loop ( ) expansion of G up to the first quantum correction. Also performing a analytic continuation to "Euclidean" time, t = −iτ , T = −iβ, this is achieved by the steepestdescent method applied to the Feynman integral in (1) :
where K is the differential operator
and P is the projector over the strictly positive part of the spectrum of K. Note that, on the mathematical side, the steepest-descent method provides a well defined approximation to the Feynman integral if the spectrum of the quadratic form K is positive definite and, on the physical side, the zero eigenvalue that appears in Spec(K) contributes to the next order in the loop expansion: it is due to neutral equilibrium on the orbit of the kink solution under the action of the spatial translation group. Moreover, in order to avoid the problems that arise in connection with the existence of a continuous spectrum of K, we place the system in a interval of finite but very large length
], and, eventually, we shall let L go to infinity. ¿From the spectral resolution of K, Kξ n (y) = ω 2 n ξ n (y) , ω 2 n ∈ Spec(K) = Spec(PK) + {0}, we write the functional determinant in the form
All the determinants in the infinite product correspond to harmonic oscillators of frequency iω n and thus, with an appropriate normalization, we obtain for large β
where the eigenvalue in the kernel of K has been excluded. Inserting eigen-energy wave functionals
we have an alternative expression for G E for β → ∞:
and, therefore, we obtain
as the kink ground state energy and wave functional up to one-loop order. We define the generalized zeta function
associated to the differential operator PK. Then,
show how to read the energy and wave functional of the quantum kink ground state in terms of the generalized zeta function of the projection of the second variation operator K in the semi-classical limit.
The generalized zeta function regularization method
The eigen-functions of K form a basis for the quantum fluctuations around the kink background. Therefore, the sum of the associated zero-point energies encoded in ζ P K (− 1 2 ) in formula (2) is infinite and we need to use some regularization procedure. We shall regularize ζ P K (− 1 2 ) by defining the analogous quantity ζ P K (s) at some point in the s complex plane where ζ P K (s) does not have a pole. ζ P K (s) is a meromorphic function of s, such that its residues and poles can be derived from heat kernel methods, see [13] . If K K (y, z; β) is the kernel of the heat equation associated with K,
the Mellin transformation tells us that,
where,
is the heat function h P K [β], if K is positive semi-definite and dim Ker(K) = 1. Thus, the "regularized" kink energy is in the semi-classical limit:
where µ is a unit of length −1 in a natural system, introduced to make the terms in (5) homogeneous from a dimensional point of view. The infiniteness of the bare quantum energy is seen here in the pole that the zeta function develops for s = − 
Zero-point energy and mass renormalizations
To renormalize ε K 0 we must: A. Subtract the regularized vacuum quantum energy. B. Add counterterms that will modify the bare masses of the fundamental quanta, also regularized by means of the generalized zeta function. C. Take the appropriate limits in such a way that the outcome will be a finite answer.
A. The quantum fluctuations around the vacuum are governed by the Schrödinger operator:
where ψ V is a constant minimum of U[ψ]. The kernel of the heat equation
provides the heat function h V (β),
There are no zero modes if
] and, through the Mellin transformation, we obtain
The regularized kink energy measured with respect to the regularized vacuum energy is thus:
Note that the use of the generalized zeta function regularization method leads us to count all the eigenstates of both SpecP K and SpecV. We expect the same result as when using the energy cut-off regularization method. B. If we now go to the physical limit ε
we still obtain an infinite result. The reason for this is that the physical parameters of the theory have not been renormalized. It is well known that in (1+1)-dimensional scalar field theory normal ordering takes care of all the infinities in the system: the only ultraviolet divergences that occur in perturbation theory come from graphs that contain a closed loop consisting of a single internal line, [15] . From Wick's theorem, adapted to contractions of two fields at the same point in space-time, we see that normal ordering adds the mass renormalization counter-term,
to the Hamiltonian up to one-loop order. To regularize
we first place the system in a 1D box of length L so that
), if the constant eigenfunction of V is not included in ζ V . Then, we again use the zeta function regularization method and define: δm 2 (s) =
2L
ζ V (s). The one-loop correction to the kink energy due to H(δm 2 (s)) is thus
because the expectation values of normal ordered operators in coherent states are the corresponding c-number-valued functions. C. The renormalized kink energy is thus
whereas the renormalized wave functional reads
Note that (7) implies a subtraction of two infinite quantities arising at limits taken at different points in the complex s-plane, which implies some mathematical ambiguity. This ambiguity must be fixed on physical grounds by requiring that the renormalized kink energy be finite, although, of course, this physical requirement is not sufficient: we must also fix a renormalization scheme in order to determine the finite quantities which remain after the poles have been cancelled out.
The mode-number regularization method
The correct regularization procedure is based in a cut-off in the number of fluctuation modes which must be taken "equal" in the vacuum and kink sectors, see [6] . To address this subtle matter, we recognize K and V as the Schrödinger operators
where The renormalized zero point energy is:
The main features of such spectra, considering
] but bearing in mind the L → ∞ limit, are as follows:
• The spectrum of V on a finite interval is strictly a discrete one although we shall distinguish two kinds of eigen-states according to their behaviour at the L → ∞ limit: a) one half-bound state of (ω 2 , where n ∈ Z is an integer number and the wave vectors k n satisfy the spectral condition k n L = 2πn.
• The spectrum of K is richer, and there are three kinds of eigen-states: a) l or l − 1 bound states with eigenvalues of ω to Tr K 1 2 and appears in transparent potential wells of the Posch-Teller type. In this case, the contribution of the half-bound state is cancelled by the vacuum half-bound state. If the reflection coefficient is non-zero, the corresponding eigen-state grows linearly with y at ∞ and does not belong to the Hilbert space, [9] . c) a continuous spectrum: again, the eigen-functions are traveling waves with eigenvalues of ω 2 n = q 2 n + v 2 , n ∈ Z, but now the wave vectors satisfy the spectral condition q n L + δ(q n ) = 2πn, where δ(q) is the phase shift induced on the q-wave by the potential well V .
It is necessary to count each eigen-state with a weight: w = 1 for any state except the halfbound states for which w = The mode-number regularization introduced in [6] consists in cutting the series in ∆ 1 ε K in such a way that the number of states counted with their weight coming from Spec(P K) and Spec(V) is the same:
We count a total weight of 2N + 3 2 both from V and K, if we make the following selection:
. Hence 2N + • For l odd,ŵ n=1 = 1 + w n=1 = 1 + w l−1 and
where n 0 = N − N 0 . This finer treatment of the spectrum of K slightly modifies the spectral condition, which becomes q n−n 0 L +δ(q n−n 0 ) = 2πn, whereδ(q n−n 0 ) = δ(q n−n 0 ) + 2πn 0 . In order to compare the K and V contributions we write the above formula in the form
The subtraction of
l , is necessary because of the absence of the factorŵ n=1 in the sums from n = 1 to n = N.
Taking the double L → ∞ and N → ∞ limit, 2
or w l−1 = 1 -and the infinite sum becomes an integral:
Partial integration allows us to write
The Levinson theorem relates the zero momentum limit from the right of the phase shift with the number of bound states weighted in such a way thatδ(0
. Therefore, the formula (8) tells us that ∆
because in ∆ 1 ε K , obtained by the generalized zeta method, we did not properly take into account the difference in the number of fluctuation modes around the kink and the vacuum.
We set the ambiguity in the definition of the phase shift by requiring that lim q→∞δ (q) = 0, so that ∆ 3 ε K is well defined. Moreover, in the Born approximation we know that
and finally we obtain
as the last piece to add in the one-loop order corrections to the mass of quantum kinks:
The last correction has an interesting physical meaning. Defining the renormalized cosmological constants in the vacuum and kink backgrounds as, [14] 
Thus, we set the difference between the renormalized cosmological constants in such a way that it decreases with L for large L as:
Asymptotic approximation to semi-classical kink masses
In order to use the asymptotic expansion of the generalized zeta function of the K operator to compute the semi-classical expansion of the corresponding quantum kink mass, it is convenient to use non-dimensional variables. We shall not use a natural unit system because we wish to keep track of in our formulas; nevertheless, we choose the speed of light to be c = 
. The action and the energy can now be written in terms of their non-dimensional counterparts:
The important point is that the Hessians at the vacuum and kink configurations now read
The asymptotic expansion is superfluous if Tr e −βPK and ζ PK (s) are susceptible of an exact computation. IfV (x) is a potential well of the Posch-Teller type, see [16] , one can completely solve the spectral problem forK and there is no need for any approximation to ζ PK (s). In general the spectrum ofK is not known in full detail, specially in systems with multi-component kinks, and we can only determine ζ PK (s) by means of an asymptotic expansion. Nevertheless, we shall also compute the asymptotic expansion of ζ PK (s) in the cases where the exact answer is known in order to estimate the error accepted in this approach.
In the formulas (5), (6), (7) and (8) we replace V, K and v 2 byV,K andv 2 and write the kernel of the heat equation forK in the form:
A(x, x ′ ; β) is thus the solution of the PDE
with "initial" condition: A(x, x ′ ; 0) = 1. For β < 1, we solve (10) by means of an asymptotic (high-temperature) expansion: A(x, x ′ ; β) = ∞ n=0 a n (x, x ′ )β n . In this regime the heat function is given by:
It is not difficult to find the coefficients a n (x, x) by an iterative procedure starting from a 0 (x, x ′ ) = 1. This procedure is explained in the Appendix, which also includes the explicit expression of some of the lower-order coefficients.
The use of the power expansion of h PK [β] = Tre −β PK in the formula for the quantum kink mass is quite involved:
1. First, we write the generalized zeta function ofV in the form:
,v 2 ], see [17] , we have: 
where
is holomorphic for Re s < −n 0 + 1 2
, whereas
is a entire function of s. The values of s where
is a negative integer or zero are the poles of ζ PK (s) because the poles of γ[s + n − 1 2
,v
2 ] lie at these points in the s-complex plane. Renormalization of the zero-point energy requires the subtraction of ζV(s) from ζ PK (s). We find,
) and the error in this approximation with respect to the exact result to ∆ 1 ε K is:
Note that the subtraction of ζV(s) exactly cancels the contribution of a 0 (K) and hence, the divergence arising at s = −
The surplus in energy due to the mass renormalization counter-term is,
and the deviation from the exact result is
) .
Therefore,
Note that there are still two divergences proportional to a 1 (K): there are poles at
4. Fourth, it remains to evaluate the sum of these two infinite quantities:
and the finite remainder exactly cancels ∆ 3 ε K . Without the need to add the very subtle correction ∆ 3 ε K we would obtain the right answer by setting the sum of the contributions of the poles at s = − to be exactly zero. We are left with the very compact formula:
In sum, there are only two contributions to semi-classical kink masses obtained by means of the asymptotic method: 1) m d ∆ 0 is due to the subtraction of the translational mode; 2) m d D n 0 comes from the partial sum of the asymptotic series up to the n 0 − 1 order. We stress that the merit of the asymptotic method lies in the fact that there is no need to solve the spectral problem of K: all the information is encoded in the potential V (x).
Loop kinks
The existence of kinks is guaranteed if the minima of U(ψ) are a discrete set which is the union of orbits of the discrete symmetry group of the system. We shall use the term "loop" kinks to refer to those classical solutions that interpolate between vacua belonging to the same orbit of the symmetry group; otherwise, the solitary waves will be referred to as "link" kinks, see [19] . In this Section we shall discuss three kinks of the "loop" type.
The quantum sine-Gordon soliton
We first treat the sine-Gordon model by considering the potential energy density: , is a single point and all the equivalents kinks of the model,
are loop kinks. It is easy to check that
and E[ψ V ] = 0. The second order variation operator around the kink solutions is
Note that K = m 2K ; henceforth, ζ P K (s) = 1 m 2s ζ PK (s). Simili modo, in the vacuum sector we have:
, ζ V (s) = 1 m 2s ζV(s) .
Exact computation of the mass and the wave functional
• Generalized zeta function ofV:
The spectrum ofV acting on functions belonging to L 2 (R) is SpecV = k 2 + 1, with k ∈ R a real number. There is a half-bound state f k 2 =0 (x) = constant that we shall not consider because it is paired with the other half-bound state in Spec(K). The spectral density on the interval
] with periodic boundary conditions is ρV (k) = mL 2π
. The heat function is,
and the generalized zeta function reads:
.
Therefore, ζV(s) (hence ζ V (s)) is a meromorphic function of s with poles at s =
, · · ·. The generalized zeta function of the Hessian at the vacuum is, however, also infrared-divergent: it is linearly divergent when L → ∞ even at points s ∈ C where ζ V (s) is regular.
• Generalized zeta function ofK:
In this case SpecK = {0} ∪ {k 2 + 1}, k ∈ R and the spectral density on I is
with phase shifts δ(k) = 2 arctan 1 k becauseK is the Schrödinger operator that governs the scattering through the first of the "transparent" Posch-Teller potentials, [16] . Thus, Tr e −βK = 1 + mL 2π
where Erfc √ β is the complementary error function, [17] . Note thatK has a zero mode, the eigen-function being the translational mode dφ K dx = sech 2 x, which must be subtracted because it arises in connection with the breaking of the translational symmetry, x → x + a, by the kink solution and does not contribute to the kink mass up to this order in the loop expansion. There is also a half-bound state, f k 2 =0 (x) = tanhx, that exactly cancels the contribution of the constant half-bound state in SpecV. Therefore, we obtain
is also a meromorphic function of s that shares all the poles with ζV(s), but the residues are different except at s = , a pole where the residues of ζ PK (s) and ζV(s) coincide. The infrared divergence, however, is identical in the kink background and the vacuum.
We can now compute the limit of the regularized quantities that enter in the one-loop correction formula to the kink mass:
and
The important point to notice is that the renormalization of the zero-point energy performed by the subtraction of
) still leaves a divergence coming from the s = − 1 2 poles because the residues are different. The correction due to the mass renormalization counter-term also has a pole that exactly cancels the contribution of the other pole and we end with the finite answer:
The one-loop quantum correction to the mass of the sine-Gordon soliton obtained by means of the generalized zeta function procedure is exactly zero and is identical to the result attained by putting a cut-off in the energy of the fluctuation modes, see [6] .
To fit with the outcome in the mode-number cut-off regularization we add the third correction ∆ 3 ε K , even though the energy of the K zero mode does not contribute in this order to ε K R :
In this framework, where we are dealing with continuous phase shifts, another interpretation of ∆ 3 ε K is interesting. The spectral densities are derived through differentiation of the (nondimensional) spectral conditions q n mL + δ(q n ) = 2πn = k n mL with respect to the (non-dimensional) wave vectors at the limit of very large L. Therefore,
We replace the spectral condition above by
where θ(x) is the step function and Y is a non-dimensional ultraviolet cut-off, [8] . The spectral density becomes
The square of the modulus of the ground state wave functional up to one-loop order is given by (3) . If W = PK C 2 and C = π λ m 2 d , obviously, ζ W (s) = C 2s ζ PK (s) (ζ W (0) = ζ PK (0)) and we have
Renormalizing the wave functional with respect to the vacuum we obtain
The asymptotic expansion and quantum corrections
In the sine-Gordon model the exact formulas for Tr e −β PK and ζ PK (s) are readily derived because the spectrum of the Schrödinger operatorK is completely known. On the other hand, the series expansion of the complementary error function tells us that
and the a n (K) coefficients can be computed from this exact expression:
One can check by direct calculation that indeed,
dx a n (x, x) ; n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and the a n (K) are the integrals of the functions defined in Appendix forV (x) = 2 sech 2 x. In any case we see from the formula (11) that the comparison with the exact result is satisfactory:
The partial sums
can be estimated with the help of the following Table, n a n (K) For instance, choosing n 0 = 10 we find that D 10 = −0.080586 and the correction obtained by means of the asymptotic expansion is:
is almost the total error: 0.044372 m. The difference is:
Note in the Table that a n (K) rapidly decreases with increasing n. (φ 2 − 1) 2 . The internal symmetry group is now the Z 2 group generated by the φ → −φ reflections and the orbit of vacuum classical configurations φ V (x, t) = ±1 ∈ M gives rise to a moduli space of vacuaM = M Z 2 which is a single point. The kink solitary waves are thus loop kinks and read
The quantum λ(φ
φ K (x, t) = ± tanh x , ψ K (y, y 0 ) = ± m √ λ tanh my √ 2 .
The kink and vacuum solutions have classical energies of E[ψ
and E[ψ V ] = 0 respectively. The Hessian operators for the vacuum and kink solutions are
and the corresponding generalized zeta functions satisfy
ζV(s) .
Exact computation of the semi-classical mass and wave functional
• Generalized zeta function ofV = − d 2 dx 2 + 4. Acting on the L 2 (R) ⊗ C Hilbert space we have that SpecV = {k 2 + 4}, k ∈ R, but the spectral density on the intervalĪ = [−
] of eigen-functions with periodic boundary conditions is
. From these data, the heat and generalized zeta functions are easily computed:
and we find that ζV(s) has the same poles and infrared behaviour in the λ(φ 4 ) 2 and the sine-Gordon models.
• Generalized zeta function ofK = − . K is the Schrödinger operator for the second transparent Posch-Teller potential, [16] . Thus, SpecK = {0} ∪ {3} ∪ {k 2 + 4}, k ∈ R, and the spectral density on I is
where the phase shifts are δ(k) = −2 arctan 3k 2−k 2 , if PBC are considered. Thus, we find
The Mellin transform immediately provides the generalized zeta function:
] is the Gauss hypergeometric function, [17] . The power expansion of 2 F 1 , but the residues in the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model are increasingly different with larger and larger values of |Re s|.
Applying these results to the kink mass formula, we obtain
, ε,
, 0,
where γ E is the Euler gamma constant and 2 F ′ 1 is the derivative of the Gauss hypergeometric function with respect to the second argument. Therefore
Again, the choice L(Λ K − Λ V ) L→∞ ∼ = 0 would lead to the result obtained by using a cut-off in the energy as the regularization method:
There is, however, a third correction
that takes into account the mode number cut-off regularization. Thus, the renormalized cosmological constants must be fixed in such a way that
and we find the answer:
To compute the norm of the ground state wave functionals we closely follow the procedure applied in sub-Section §3.1. to the sine-Gordon soliton. In the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model, we find that
, s + 
¿From these expressions and formulas (16) and (17) one checks that
We obtain
The quotient of the probability densities is
The asymptotic expansion and quantum corrections
In the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model
x are the potentials of the Schödinger operators that respectively correspond to the Hessians at the vacuum and the kink configurations. The asymptotic expansion of the heat function
can be either obtained as a series expansion of the exact result
or from the coefficients defined in the Appendix forV (x) = 6 sech 2 x a n (K) =
To compare with the exact result, we apply the formula given in the Appendix and observe that
is far from the exact result
before adding the contribution of the terms between n = 2 and n = n 0 − 1 in the asymptotic expansion to the contribution coming from the subtraction of the translational mode. The partial sums
can be estimated up to n 0 = 11 with the help of the following Table Choosing n 0 = 11,we find that D 11 = −0.271900 m and the correction obtained by adding D 11 m is:
in good agreement with the exact result above. In fact
is almost the total error: 0.0002580 m. The deviation is
With respect to the sine-Gordon model there are two differences: a) in the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model the error committed by using asymptotic methods is smaller, of the order of 10 −4 m, a 0.07 percent, as compared with 10 −2 m, a 6.00 percent, in the sG case; b) the rejection of the contributions of the n 0 > 11 terms and the non-exact computation of the mass counter-term contribution has a cost of approximately 10 −4 m in the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model versus 10 −6 m in the sG system. Both facts have to do with the larger value of the smaller eigenvalue of the vacuum Hessian in the λ(φ 4 ) 2 model with respect to the sG system, 4 versus 1.
The cubic sinh-Gordon kink
We shall now study a system of the same type where the potential energy density is:
. Non-dimensional quantities are defined through the choice m d = m and
; the Euler-Lagrange equation is
and the justification for the choice of name is clear. We find this model interesting because it reduces to the λ(φ 4 ) 2 system if |φ(t, x)| < 1 and is the Liouville model, [18] , with opposite sign of the coupling constant, in the φ(t, x) ∼ = ±∞ ranges. In fact, the potential energy densityŪ(φ) = 1 4 (sinh 2 φ − 1) 2 , see Figure 1 (a), presents two minima at the classical values: φ V = ±arcsinh1. The two vacuum points are identified by the φ → −φ internal symmetry transformation and the semi-classical vacuum moduli space is a point. For this reason,Ū(x) has been applied to the study of the quantum theory of diatomic molecules: the solutions of the associated time-independent Schrödinger equation are a good approximation to the eigen-states of a quantum particle that moves under the influence of two centers of force. We deal with the ζ = 1 and M = 3 member of the Razavy family of quasi-exactly-solvable Schrödinger operators, [24] , although we are looking at it from a field-theoretical perspective.
The solutions of the first-order equations
see vacuum and kink solutions are respectively:
The mass of the fundamental mesons is thus 2m.K is an Schrödinger operator:
where the potential well plotted in Figure 1 (c), albeit analytically very different from the s-G and λ(φ 4 ) 2 kink potential wells, exhibits a similar shape. We shall not attempt to solve the spectral problem ofK. The only thing that we need to know in order to apply the asymptotic method is that the lowest eigen-state is the unique zero mode:
Therefore, the energy of the semi-classical kink state is approximately (see formula (11))
In the Table below we write the Seeley's coefficients and the partial sums
up to n 0 = 11: 
We cannot estimate the error but we assume that this result is as good as the answer obtained for the λ(φ 4 ) 2 kink because the continuous spectrum ofK also starts at 4. 
The moduli space of vacuaM =
, made out of two Z 2 orbits, contains two points:
Quantization around the φ V 0 (x, t) vacuum preserves the φ → −φ symmetry, which is spontaneously broken at the degenerate vacua φ V ± (x, t). The kink solitary waves of the system
interpolate between φ V ± (x, t) and φ V 0 (x, t), or vice-versa, which are vacua belonging to distinct Z 2 orbits: these solutions are thus link kinks. and E[ψ V 0 ] = E[ψ V ± ] = 0 respectively. The Hessian operators for the vacuum and kink solutions are The problem of the semi-classical quantization of these and other link kinks have been addressed somewhat unsuccessfully in [20] due to the analytical complexity of the eigen-functions of K as well as the conceptual difficulty of dealing with a QFT on the real line where the asymptotic states far on the left and far on the right correspond to mesons with different masses. This issue has been analyzed in depth in [21] : the main suggestion is that the normal-order prescription should be performed with an arbitrary mass to be fixed in order to avoid the ambiguity induced by the step function background. We now apply the asymptotic expansion of the heat function method in this complex circumstance to find a very natural way of choosing the mass renormalization parameter. Moreover, we improve the approximation obtained in the computation of the quantum kink mass by going farther than first-order in the asymptotic expansion.
Besides the bound state,
the ω 2 = 0 translational mode, the spectrum ofK includes transmissionless scattering states for 1 ≤ ω 2 ≤ 4, and states with both non null transmission and reflection coefficients if ω 2 ≥ 4. In the language of QFT, the topological sectors based on link kinks are peculiar in the sense that the N-particle asymptotic states are mesons that have different masses at x = ±∞. If the meson energy is less than 2m 2 , the bosons are reflected when coming from the left/right towards the kink. More energetic mesons can either be reflected by or pass through the kink. If the mesons are transmitted there is a conversion from kinetic to "inertial" energy, or vice-versa, in such a way that the poles of the propagators far to the left or far to the right of the kink can only occur at
This is the reason why the subtraction from the Casimir energy of
), of either the Casimir energy of the
), vacua is hopeless, even after adding the mass renormalization counter-term to the Lagrangian. Therefore, we cannot use the generalized zeta functions ζ V 0 (s) and ζ V ± (s) to renormalize the zero point energy in the kink sector. Instead, we will gauge the kink Casimir energy against the Casimir energies of a family of background field configurations that satisfy:
where α ∈ R + . The rationale behind this choice is that the α → ∞ limit is the background used by Lohe, [20] : φB ∞ (x) = ±θ(x). The problem with Lohe's choice is that the discontinuity at the origin poses many problems for the algorithm of the asymptotic expansion because a nightmare of delta functions and their derivatives appears at x = 0 at orders higher than the first. Thus, we need some regularization, which is achieved by replacing the sign function by tanh in the formula (22) above. In Figures 3(a) and 3(b) the Hessian potential wells for the backgrounds φB ∞ and φB 1 are compared. and ±1 when x varies from −∞ to ∞. The jump from ±1 to 0 occurring at x = 0 in φB ∞ (x) becomes a jump from ± 4 5 to 0, which therefore takes place at x = ±∞!, followed by the smooth interpolation to ±1
. If α = 0 the background configuration is also pathological: φB 0 (x) = ± 2+ √ 13 2
5
, ∀x, except at x = ±∞, where there are jumps to 0 and ±1.
The Schrödinger operatorsB
2 govern the small fluctuations around the background φB α . Thus,
is the Casimir kink energy renormalized with respect to the φB α background. From the asymptotic expansion of both ζ PK (s) and ζB α (s) we obtain:
where c n (K α ) = a n (K) − a n (B α ). The deviation from the exact result is:
In order to implement the mass renormalization prescription, we assume that virtual mesons running on the loop of the tadpole graph have a mass of m mass; this amounts to considering
as the infinite quantity associated with the single divergent graph of the system. Zeta function regularization plus the asymptotic expansion tell us that the induced counter-term adds
to the one-loop correction to the link kink mass, whereas the error is
The sum of the contributions from the s → − poles leave a finite remainder:
m as a mass renormalization parameter leads to exactly the same result that we encountered in the more conventional systems with loop kinks. Also, dropping this finite remainder is tantamount to counting the number of modes inK with respect to the number of modes inB 0 and we end with the answer:
The coefficients and the partial sums up to n 0 = 11 for α = 1 are shown in the following We find: The choice of α = 1 is optimum in the sense that for smaller values of α a tendency of the quantum correction towards −∞ is observed whereas for α greater than 1 the tendency is toward +∞. In Figure  4 , α = 1 is identified as the inflexion point of a family that interpolates between two background configurations with bad features: too abrupt if α = ∞ and too smooth if α = 0. We end this Section by comparing our renormalization criterion with the prescription used in [21] . Lohe and O'Brien choose a mass renormalization parameter M ′ in such a way that the mass counter-term exactly cancels the difference in vacuum Casimir energies between different points in the vacuum moduli space.
The contribution of the tadpole graph must be considered for mesons with a suitable mass to satisfy (23):
and we findM ′2 = 2.33,
, a very close value to M . At the L → ∞ limit
If we had used M ′ as the mass renormalization parameter, the result would differ by which is a very small quantity indeed.
Outlook
The natural continuation of this work, and the main motivation to develop the asymptotic method, is the computation of quantum kink masses in theories with N-component scalar fields. Nevertheless, explorations in the supersymmetric world along these lines are also interesting. All the models that we have described admit a supersymmetric extension because the potential energy density always can be written as U (ψ) = 
The supersymmetric extension includes also a Majorana spinor field:
, χ * α = χ α , α = 1, 2 .
Choosing the Majorana representation γ 0 = σ 2 , γ 1 = iσ 1 , γ 5 = σ 3 of the Clifford algebra {γ µ , γ ν } = 2g µν and defining the Majorana adjointχ = χ t γ 0 , the action of the supersymmetric model is:
The N = 1 supersymmetry transformation is generated on the space of classical configurations by the Hamiltonian spinor function Q = dx γ µ γ 0 χ∂ µ φ + iγ 0 χ dW dφ .
The components of the Majorana spinorial charge Q close the supersymmetry algebra
Their (anti)-Poisson bracket is given in (24) in terms of the momentum P µ and the topological central charge T = | dW | . The chiral projections Q ± = 1±γ 5 2 Q and χ ± = 1±γ 5 2 χ provide a very special combination of the supersymmetric charges:
Q + +Q − is zero for the classical configurations that satisfy dφ dx = ∓ dW dφ and χ ± = 0 which are thus classical BPS states. One immediately notices that our kinks are such BPS states and besides the small bosonic fluctuations one must take into account the small fermionic fluctuations around the kink for computing the quantum correction to the kink mass in the extended system. The fermionic fluctuations around the kink configuration lead to other solutions of the field equations if the Dirac equation
is satisfied. We multiply this equation for the adjoint of the Dirac operator
and, due to the time-independence of the kink background, look for solutions of the form: δ F (x, t) = f F (x; ω)e iωt . This is tantamount to solving the spectral problem
Projecting onto the eigen-spinors of iγ 1 , f we end with the spectral problem:
F (x; ω) = Kf 
F (x; ω)
for the same Schrödinger operator as that governing the bosonic fluctuations. Therefore, generalized zeta function methods can also be used in supersymmetric models for computing the quantum corrections to the mass of BPS kinks. Great care however, is needed in choosing the boundary conditions on the fermionic fluctuations without spoiling supersymmetry. We look forward to extend this research in this direction. ∂x k = δ k0 , all the (k) A n (x) can be generated recursively . Returning to (25) , we finally obtain a well-defined recurrence relation a n+1 (x, x) = 1 n + 1 (2) A n (x) +V (x) a n (x, x) suitable for our purposes. We give the explicit expressions of the first eight a n (x, x) coefficients. The abbreviated notation is 
